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ABSTRACT 
Data mining and link discovery have obvious value and 
great potential for intelligent analysis (IA). It is important 
that abilities as well as limitations of these methods be well 
understood in the Intelligence Community. Traditional nu-
meric statistical data mining methods have relatively lim-
ited applicability in IA, because data are often not numeric 
and have a very asymmetric pattern representation. For 
instance, there are only a few terrorism messages in the 
stream of normal ones.  New relational data mining and 
link discovery methods have much greater potential to ad-
dress these challenges. This tutorial describes important 
advantages of relational methods over traditional methods 
for discovering, linking and integrating a variety of data 
including financial and geospatial data. Integration of im-
agery is another domain where relational methods have 
important advantages for dealing with images of different 
resolutions, sensor modalities, viewing angles, and geomet-
ric projections. Participants will learn the state of the art in 
these technologies.  
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Target Audience 
The target audience for this tutorial includes all source ana-
lysts, imagery analysts, researchers, and research managers. 
There is no formal prerequisite knowledge required al-
though general knowledge of information technology, sta-
tistics, data, and image processing will be helpful while 
terms used will be explained.  

 
INTRODUCTION  
  
Data Mining and Link Discovery consist of a wide spec-
trum of approaches, methods and tools for discovering hid-
den patterns in data.  Typically analysts have to work with 
a large amount of data and images under severe time limita-
tions. Data mining and link discovery tools can speed up 
intelligence analysis and assist in discovering hidden pat-
terns. This tutorial discusses capabilities and limitations of 

numeric data mining for IA and new opportunities that rela-
tional data mining provides for IA. Roles and expectations 
of people involved in the data mining process also will be 
discussed.  The tutorial will present methods conceptually 
and demonstrate them for financial fraud/deception analy-
sis, visual correlation/link discovery for terrorism analysis 
and imagery and geospatial data integration/fusion.   

 
NUMERIC DATA MINING 
The state of the art in numeric data mining will be summa-
rized to show how to make these methods beneficial for IA 
and avoid unrealistic expectations. Numeric Data Mining 
methods such as Time Series analysis, Neural Networks, 
Decision Trees, Discriminant Analysis, and Bayesian 
methods will be discussed along with how one evaluates 
the results. Comparative performance of these methods will 
be illustrated using highly noisy real data from the Interna-
tional CoIL data mining competition [Putten, Someren, 
2004]. CoIL has involved data mining professionals as well 
as university students from presenter’s data mining class 
and students at the University of Amsterdam. This competi-
tion has shown surprising results that will be discussed.   
 

RELATIONAL DATA MINING AND “EXPERT MINING” 
Relational data mining is the data mining technology proc-
ess based on relations between pieces of data and/or ob-
jects. Knowledge and patterns based on relations naturally 
capture the structure of data that lead to deeper understand-
ing of data to be analyzed. We will describe the difference 
between two types relational methods based on proposi-
tional logic and based on the first order logic. The last one 
has much higher expressive power to discovering complex 
structural patterns. We will briefly present and compare 
ideas behind such methods as Inductive and Stochastic 
Logic Programming, First order logic Bayesian networks, 
Semantic Probabilistic Reasoning, MMDR, First order 
logic Decision trees, FOIL and association rules.  We will 
also compare relational methods with more traditional nu-
meric methods focusing on applicability issues.  Tradition-
ally data mining techniques assume that mining for patterns 
is based on data that are already separated from a human 
that provided data in a written form.  In IA this is not al-
ways the case. Mining for data and patterns directly from 



humans, experts, “expert mining” is a new emerging chal-
lenge for data mining that will be briefly reviewed. Some 
historical perspective will also be provided. Historically, 
relational methods have been more intensively developed 
in Europe, but recently significant interest has been gener-
ated in USA with support from DARPA and other agencies.   
 

FINANCIAL FRAUD AND DECEPTION 
The relational approach is naturally applicable for discover-
ing financial fraud and deception in traditional business and 
in businesses that support terrorism.  We will describe a 
new conceptual approach [Kovalerchuk, Vityaev; 2003] 
and an example that jointly show how to overcome difficul-
ties of traditional data mining approaches in discovering 
patterns having only a few relevant events in the ocean of  
irrelevant data and insufficient statistics of relevant data.  
 

VISUAL CORRELATION AND TERRORISM 
Visual analysis, data mining, link discovery and correlation 
are gaining momentum in IA (ARDA/NGA GI2VIs pro-
gram). We will review how visual relational methods con-
tribute to this work.  We will use MUC3/4 competition data 
on terrorism and demonstrate a visual correlation system 
developed by presenter’s team as a part of GI2Vis program.   
 

IMAGE INTEGRATION 
Image integration/fusion is becoming a major task for im-
agery analysts. Images are increasingly coming from dispa-
rate sources, with different resolutions, sensor modalities,  
geometric projections and uncontrolled noise. We will re-
view the fundamental role that relational methods can play 
in integrating images and geospatial data.  This part of the 
tutorial will be illustrated by examples from current re-
search projects led by the presenter and supported by NGA.  

 
SUMMARY 
Data mining and link discovery have significant value and 
great potential for intelligent analysis (IA) for more effi-
cient knowledge discovery in numeric and relational data, 
and integration of images and geospatial data. 
  

TUTORIAL STRUCTURE 
The tutorial will include lecture and demonstrations on:  
• Numeric data mining: capabilities and limitations for IA 
• Relational data mining: new opportunities for IA 
• Data mining and people: roles and expectations 
• Relational methods in financial fraud/deception analysis 
• Visual correlation/link discovery for terrorism analysis  
• Relational methods for imagery analysis and integration 
 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
Participants who complete the tutorial will: 
• Understand the state-of-the-art in various data mining, 

link discovery and visual correlation techniques; 

• Understand capabilities and limitations of current nu-
merical and relational data mining techniques in general 
and for IA specifically;  

• Understand relational methods for imagery analysis; 
• Appreciate how some of these technologies might be 

used in their daily work. 
 
LENGTH:  Half day tutorial 
 

AUDIO VISUAL REQUIREMENTS:   
This tutorial will require a projector for powerpoint, speak-
ers and an internet connection for demonstrations.  

 
INSTRUCTOR 
Dr. Boris Kovalerchuk is a professor of Computer Science 
at Central Washington University and Director of the Imag-
ing Laboratory at the University (http://www.cwu.edu 
/~Imaglab). He holds a Ph.D. in Computer Science and 
Applied Math, and an M.S. in Mathematics. Dr, Kovaler-
chuk has 30 years of research and teaching experience, and 
published two books on Data Mining, and Visual and Spa-
tial Analysis (Kluwer, 2000, Springer, 2005), 5 book chap-
ters and more than 80 papers on the subjects of closely re-
lated to this tutorial. He is deeply involved in the fields of 
data mining, link discovery, image integration, and analy-
sis. Dr. Kovalerchuk has organized special sessions, deliv-
ered tutorials, presented new research at major conferences, 
such as SPIE Conferences on Defense and Security. He is a 
principal investigator on three research projects funded by 
the Intelligence Community (ARDA/NGA, http://www.ic-
arda.org/InfoExploit/aquaint/gi2vis /projects/cffvcaia.html, 
http://www.cwu.edu/~Imaglab). In this research he works 
with partners from national laboratories and industry.  
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